
What Air Traffic Control Strike
Means for European Travel

London Gatwick Airport Seeks
Second Runway as Air Travel
Booms

French summer of strikes may leave
holiday plans up in the air

FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-07-07/what-
air-traffic-control-strike-means-for-european-travel

Industrial action has already come to airports in France, the UK
and Switzerland and affected the likes of Ryanair Holdings Plc,
Air France-KLM and Deutsche Lufthansa AG.

London’s Gatwick Airport Ltd. is seeking planning permission to bring its
second runway into full-time use, potentially raising capacity by tens of
millions of passengers annually as air travel rebounds post-pandemic.

Walkouts loom, air-traffic control rules could stop planes flying
over and disruption forecast across Europe
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FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.bnnbloomberg.ca/london-gatwick-airport-seeks-second-
runway-as-air-travel-booms-1.1942314

FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.thenationalnews.com/weekend/2023/07/07/french-air-
traffic-control-rules-put-european-summer-travel-at-the-mercy-of-
strikes/
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The Booking Trick to Save You
Money on International Flights

Someone designed a bar for
people waiting on luggage at
Toronto Pearson Airport

Air travel rebounds: Passengers at
69.1% of pre-pandemic levels

With the state of air travel this summer—constant delays and
expensive airfares—any small booking tip to save time or money
can make a big difference.

One such trick is booking open jaw flights. An open jaw flight is a
different type of round-trip itinerary that includes multiple cities for
the destination and city of origin.

Though the idea was a joke at first, the team at CORE actually went as
far as designing some 3D mockups of what such a bar could look like in
Pearson's baggage hall, deeming it, very fittingly, the CarrouSnail Bar.

The May report from IATA shows that passenger-kilometers are
at 96.1% of the pre-pandemic level, which is up 39.1% year-over-
year. I strongly suspect the job is completed in June or July.
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FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.blogto.com/travel/2023/07/someone-designed-bar-
people-waiting-luggage-toronto-pearson-airport/

FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.forexlive.com/news/air-travel-rebounds-passengers-at-
691-of-pre-pandemic-levels-20230707/

FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://www.cntraveler.com/story/open-jaw-flights-everyting-
you-should-know
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Sky’s the limit: The eco-
friendly future of air travel

New air travel etiquette guide lays
down the unspoken rules of flying

Whether it's through hydrogen-powered aircraft, electric planes or
SAFs, the future of flight is set to be much greener.

The first-of-its-kind travel manual details exactly what flying behaviours
you can unapologetically do, with a breakdown of rules for each stage of
the flying process.

We’ve selected the rules we think are most important to settle any
disputes once and for all.

FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://dailyhive.com/canada/new-air-travel-etiquette-guide-
unspoken-rules-flying

FOR THE FULL STORY:
https://innovationorigins.com/en/skys-the-limit-the-eco-
friendly-future-of-air-travel/
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